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A Trusted Partner to Support You

DevOps is a positive disruptor that can impact all of your established processes, role definitions, 
reward systems, governance models and technology deployments. This makes it extremely difficult 
and potentially expensive to try to grow your DevOps capability internally without expert guidance. 
The best way to mitigate risk and ensure a successful DevOps transformation is to work with a trusted 
DevOps consultancy. Working with a partner to define a roadmap and ensure a robust execution 
across your business, ensures you can remain focused on your core values and goals and dedicate all 
of your internal resources to business critical tasks.

Sogeti’s DevOps solutions enable you to drive successful transformation at every stage of your DevOps 
journey. For clients commencing a new DevOps initiative, we first run a readiness and capability 
assessment to determine the most effective roadmap for change and select the best enterprise metrics 
to facilitate continuous improvement. If you have already begun your DevOps journey and want to 
take it to the next level, we can implement a maturity assessment and recommend the next steps to 
accelerate your transformation.

Sogeti will oversee the implementation and optimisation of each of the three key elements of your 
DevOps transformation. We will help you select best in class tools, furnish your team with the right 
skills and fine tune your processes to bridge silos, work in a more collaborative way and achieve the 
cultural change that reinforces DevOps thinking.

The Drive for Better, Faster, More Cost Effective IT

Organisations with a mature DevOps strategy 
are deploying code 30 times more frequently 
than their competitors and getting their code into 
production 200 times faster. 1 

With customer expectations at an all-time high, the 
most successful businesses are working towards 
four main goals: faster time to market, flexible 
scalability, sustainable working, and maintaining 
an excellent brand reputation. To achieve these 
goals, you need a DevOps strategy that enables 
your Business, Development, Operations, and 
Testing teams to collaborate in a way that breaks 
down silos and aligns individual goals with those 
of the business. 

With greater collaboration, DevOps enables you 
to get new features and products to market 
faster, with fewer bugs, improved customer 
feedback, more time for optimisation and greater 
cost savings that can be invested elsewhere in 
your business. However, after adoption and initial 
success, many businesses are finding it a struggle 
to fulfil their DevOps potential. 
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Why Partner with Sogeti?

Quality: Sogeti has the expert staff, proven frameworks, streamlined processes and cutting edge 
tools necessary to drive successful adoption of DevOps across your whole enterprise. We have a 
proven ability to drive up quality as we have created some of the most widely used industry standard 
testing methodologies, TMAP®, TPI® and PointZERO®. We have also developed many other notable 
frameworks that enable businesses to accelerate automation and application development. Together 
with our parent company Capgemini Group, Sogeti was positioned as a leader in Gartner’s 2015  
Magic Quadrant for Application Testing Services, Worldwide2.

Capability: As a wholly owned subsidiary of the Capgemini Group, we have a global footprint with 
DevOps at the heart of our consulting and service offerings. This gives us access to a shared wealth 
of knowledge of client-driven solutions designed to boost profitability, growth and innovation. By 
drawing on the extensive experience we have across platforms, applications and devices, as well as 
partnerships with industry-leading technology vendors, we can help our clients to deliver high quality 
complex projects, on time and on budget.

Trust: We offer our client’s best in class tools, highly experienced professionals, with appropriate 
security clearance where necessary, and the expertise to help you to create an environment that 
fosters innovation and delivers results. We have a strong track record of helping our clients to meet 
their objectives and delivering results that exceed their expectations.

2. Source Gartner Inc.: “Magic Quadrant for Application Testing Services”, Susanne Matson, Patrick J. Sullivan, 23 November 2015.
About the Magic Quadrant: Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does 
not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications 
consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all 
warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose.

To achieve this we offer the following services:

Leadership: Our evangelists look at DevOps from the different perspectives, goals and emotional 
drivers of your Development, Operations and Testing teams. We engage with your executive leaders 
to facilitate a better understanding of DevOps culture, create a DevOps vision to meet your specific 
business needs and create a clear definition of performance and success.

Execution: Once the roadmap is defined, Sogeti determines your gaps in expertise and deploys expert 
staff to work alongside your existing team to execute on your initiatives, so that you can scale up and 
down based on your requirements.

Deliver: An end-to-end fully customisable, managed service where we take on the responsibility of 
DevOps at an enterprise or program level. By working in this way we can embed continuous improvement 
and innovation from the outset, and we can create strategic value through the transformation of your 
DevOps capability.
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+44 (0) 330 588 8200

enquiries.uk@sogeti.com

85 London Wall 
London EC2M 7AD

twitter.com/uk_sogeti

blog.uk.sogeti.com 
facebook.com/SogetiUK

Follow Sogeti at

About Sogeti Contact Sogeti UK

www.uk.sogeti.com

Sogeti is a leading provider of technology and engineering services. Sogeti 

delivers solutions that enable digital transformation and offers cutting-edge 

expertise in Cloud, Cybersecurity, Digital Manufacturing, Digital Assurance 

& Testing, and emerging technologies. Sogeti combines agility and speed of 

implementation with strong technology supplier partnerships, world class 

methodologies and its global delivery model, Rightshore®. Sogeti brings 

together more than 25,000 professionals in 15 countries, based in over 100 

locations in Europe, USA and India. Sogeti is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Cap Gemini S.A., listed on the Paris Stock Exchange.

Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini.
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